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Project Description Worksheet for Save America’s Treasures Grants 

Please read the instructions provided in the Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO) prior to 
completing this worksheet 

1. Provide the name of the collection or property (properties – see instructions).

2. Historic Property or Collection Address

Street 1: Street 2: 

City: County: 

State: Zip/ Postal Code: 

3. Type of Project

4. Does the applicant own this historic property or collection?

5. Is the applicant a non-profit organization?

6. Amount Requested

Federal  Applicant       Total 

7. Has the applicant received a Save America’s Treasures grant in the past?
If yes, what is the name of the property or collection for which the grant funds supported?

8. For ALL Preservation Applications: Properties/Objects/ Sites/ Structures must be 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places for national significance or as a 
National Historic Landmark to be eligible. Please indicate the property’s current 
designation by checking A or B. 

a) Designated as a National Historic Landmark or located within and contributing to a
historic district that is designated as a National Historic Landmark District.

b) Listed in the National Register of Historic Places for national significance or located
within and contributing to a historic district that is listed in the National Register for its
national significance. The level of significance can be found in Section 3 – State/Federal



Project Summary: Provide a summary of your project. This should simply state the major goal(s) of this project. 
Limit 3,000 characters.

Agency Certification of the property’s approved National Register nomination. Contact your 
State Historic Preservation office if you have questions about the level of significance or do 
not have a copy of the approved nomination. Contact information can be found at: 
http://ncshpo.org/directory/ 

National Register Information System Number

http://ncshpo.org/directory/


National Significance: Limit 7,000 characters. 



Severity of Threat to the Historic Property or Collection: Limit 7,000 characters. 



How Effectively the Project Mitigates the Threat: Limit 7,000 characters. 



Feasibility: Limit 7,000 characters



DOI Priorities: Limit 7,000 characters



Timeline: Limit 7,000 characters
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	Name of Property/Collection: MDAH Archaeology Collection
	City: Jackson
	Street 1: 200 N Street
	Zip Code: 39205
	County: Hinds
	Type of Project: [Collection]
	Does applicant own property/collection: [Yes]
	Is the applicant a non-profit: [No]
	Federal amount requested: 291108.68
	Applicant amount requested: 329459.54
	Total amount requested: 620568.22
	SAT in past: [No]
	Property or Collection for Previous SAT: 
	NR/NHL Listing: Off
	Project Summary: The Mississippi Department of Archives and History (MDAH) is a comprehensive state agency. Charged with the care and custody of the state's historic resources, it has served as a repository for the state’s archaeological collections since its establishment in 1902. Artifacts were acquired primarily by donation up to the 1930s, at which time MDAH established a team of archaeologists whose excavations across the state generated additions to the collection. From 1950 through 1980, land-leveling agricultural practices along the Mississippi River flattened dozens of prehistoric Native American mounds and exposed hundreds of archaeological sites. Excavation became less procedural as MDAH archaeologists rushed to salvage cultural materials, sometimes only gaining access to sites for a few hours. More than half of MDAH’s assemblages were collected during these impromptu recovery efforts which often resulted in confusing or inconsistent documentation. Today, MDAH cares for our past and demonstrates a commitment to telling the stories of all Mississippians. Our mission states: “By preserving Mississippi's diverse historic resources, and sharing them with people around the world, MDAH inspires discovery of stories that connect our lives and shape our future.” Preserving Mississippi’s stories is our core purpose. Over the past two years, MDAH has been focused on our NAGPRA collections, and now we are expanding our efforts.  MDAH seeks to preserve our state’s archaeological collection through the following goals: (1) to relocate all offsite artifacts to the new storage facility; (2) to catalog the collections from the Mississippi River Delta region—which is estimated to include objects from over 500 sites; (3) to enhance documentation and incorporate Tribal knowledge of the objects’ cultural use, and store digital data; (4) to prepare collections for curation by re-bagging and re-boxing all artifacts and records, and; (5) to expand Tribal, public, and institutional access to the collections and share Mississippi’s stories. To achieve these goals, MDAH requests $291,108.68 to secure a vehicle for use in transport of collections, and fund the salaries of two designated staff members for a period of three years.Objects in these collections represents over 14,000 years of Mississippi’s past—including some of the nation’s earliest manufactured projectiles. The collection also contains symbols of Native Americans’ first contact with Europeans, such as trade beads from Hernando de Soto’s expedition. MDAH preserves artifacts from the oldest standing wooden structure in the state—LaPointe-Krebs House—and tells the stories of enslaved Native Americans and Africans who occupied the site. While these artifacts have been in the care of MDAH for decades, inconsistent documentation protocols, and budgetary constraints have hindered collections management. Funds from this grant will help preserve this collection for future generations so no story is left out. 
	NRIS Number: 
	National Significance: MDAH’s archaeology collections encompasses objects from more than 2,000 distinct sites across Mississippi and contains artifacts that represent every major period in the 14,000-year history of human occupation in the Southeast. Much of the collection was obtained during salvage excavations led by MDAH staff, while some objects were donated. The collections include objects from two sites listed on the National Register of Historic Places—the La-Pointe Krebs House and Historic Jefferson College—and from five National Landmarks—Fort St. Pierre, Grand Village of the Natchez, Hester Site, Jaketown Site, and Winterville Site. Many other objects are from sites eligible for Landmark status.  The focus of this project is to preserve and document artifacts removed primarily from the Mississippi River Delta region, which is comprised of nineteen counties and an estimated 500 archaeological sites. Most of the archaeological sites in this region have been damaged or obliterated by farming practices and industrial development, making MDAH’s collection all the more central to protecting cultural resources that no longer exist. Artifacts recovered in this region include worked stone, bone tools, ceramics, elaborately decorated whole vessels, European trade goods, and historic metals—all of which exemplify the craftsmanship, social and religious practices, and development of technologies over time. MDAH also preserves the Ancestral remains and sacred objects belonging to eleven federally recognized Tribes—enduring cultures whose homeland is Mississippi.The impact of these artifacts, remains, and sacred objects cannot be overstated. MDAH’s collection has been the subject of theses, dissertations, and scholarly articles published in regional journals such as Mississippi Archaeology, and national publications like American Antiquity. The collection is included in the widely influential 1951 publication by Phillips, Ford, and Griffin highlighting the first archaeological surveys throughout the Southeast, which remains in print today. Objects from the collection have been the highlight of various exhibits at prestigious institutions, increasing public awareness and outreach across the United States. With guidance from our Tribal partners, MDAH is currently developing best practices in the documentation of cultural knowledge. Inclusion of this data will allow MDAH to promote a more holistic understanding of the use and significance of artifacts, furthering our ability to interpret and share stories of the state’s first people. Since 2018, our consultation with Tribal representatives has initiated the process of repatriation and reburial. Accounting for and protecting these collections is crucial as we move forward in a united focus on the Mississippi River Delta region, known as the Delta. Centuries of prehistoric occupation in the Delta have produced rich cultural deposits; more than 60 percent of the MDAH collection originates from this region. Hester Site, the oldest known location of human occupation in Mississippi, has a collection including a range of projectile points indicative of both late Paleo-Indian peoples (ca. 10,000 BCE) and Early to Middle Archaic period peoples (ca. 8500-4500 BCE). Jaketown Site, unique in that it was continuously inhabited for 3,500 years, features distinctively shaped clay balls known as Poverty Point objects. These objects are directly associated with the well-known Late Archaic earthwork complex at Poverty Point Site in Louisiana. Jaketown also exhibits raw materials from other sites along the Mississippi River, indicating the development of trade routes throughout the region. Objects from Hester and Jaketown have been collected through multiple surveys, excavation, and personal donation. It is essential that documentation from these collections is preserved in a way that conveys context and cultural meaning.Winterville Mounds near Greenville, Mississippi, represents the subsequent Mississippian cultural period (800-1600CE) with varying styles of pottery, worked stone, and bone tools. Winterville has been the focus of considerable scholarly research regarding the Plaquemine Mississippian peoples, and the site was a major population, political, and ceremonial center from 1200-1400CE. A sizable number of artifacts from Winterville representing more than 80 years of excavation at the site are housed at MDAH today. Though these artifacts were removed through research, few have been inventoried beyond sorting and counting. MDAH also preserves the collection of the Grand Village of the Natchez, a later population center of Plaquemine culture. This site is one of the best historically documented mound sites of a living people in North America. French colonial accounts detail funerary ceremonies, cultural traditions, and social structures of indigenous peoples who occupied the site since 700CE. The collections from Grand Village, also known as Fatherland Plantation, allow for archaeological research that can be substantiated through written accounts. Current research involves locating mounds documented in some of the early European maps. Seasonal excavations generate additional collections which must be relocated to the new storage facility for processing.The Chickasaw archaeological survey, conducted in 1975, illustrates how indigenous populations responded to the growing presence of Europeans in the Protohistoric Period (1513-1700CE). Fort St. Pierre, a major French fortification, is a post-contact occupation west of the Mississippi River and has been extensively researched by scholars nationwide. Collections from Fort St. Pierre contain gun parts, beads, both Native and French ceramic sherds, and leather goods which demonstrate unparalleled preservation. Likewise, the collection from the LaPointe-Kreb’s House—the oldest standing structure in Mississippi—contains artifacts from French settlers and enslaved Native American and African peoples. To interpret these stories, and to preserve this material, the collections require careful curation in documentation and housing. Collections from Historic Jefferson College housed at MDAH are significant because they tell the stories of Mississippi’s early statehood. The nationally recognized site was the first institute of higher learning chartered in the Mississippi Territory, and served as the site where Mississippi’s first State Constitution was drafted. Collections from this site have been acquired over many years, and are not as well documented as the events that took place at this location.Overall, the stories that emerge from MDAH’s collections are rich, complex, and nationally significant. The collections reflect the diversity of the Native Mississippians, the adaptation to European settlers, conflicts, enslavement, and the establishment of statehood. These collections have the potential to yield even greater interpretation of these significant periods through continued research.
	Severity of Threat: Threats affecting the MDAH archaeology collection include unsuitable methods of transportation, improper housing, and lack of a complete catalog reflecting input from our Tribal partners. MDAH’s archaeological collection is currently maintained in five locations, three of which—the Charlotte Capers Building, Winterville Mounds Museum, and Grand Village of the Natchez Indians—do not meet current federal (36CFR79) or state curation standards. Outdated interpretation at Winterville and Grand Village fail to properly acknowledge MDAH’s Tribal partners, and artifacts were installed without proper cataloging or consultation with indigenous groups. Damaged artifacts, and the loss of documentation, and misinterpretation are severe threats to the preservation of these resources. The Charlotte Capers Building that served as the primary collection storage facility for many years was plagued by leaking pipes, causing water damage and mold growth on and in some of the boxes (Images 12 and 13). Decades after acquisition, many artifacts remain improperly stored in acidic cardboard, plastic grocery sacks, paper bags, and plastic bins (Images 1-11). These non-archival storage materials have become brittle and susceptible to breakage, limiting handling and accessibility to the collections. In 2020, the majority of the collection previously housed at Capers was relocated to a new, state-of-the art curatorial facility in the Two Mississippi Museums (2MM) complex on the MDAH campus in Jackson (Figures 15 and 16), but some contaminated artifacts cannot be relocated until the threat of mold and mildew has been minimized. The Winterville Mounds Museum building near Greenville, Mississippi, has suffered multiple roof leaks, exposing the collection to damage. Exhibit cases there are marginally secured with screws and, in one case, Scotch tape (Image 17). The museum is closed currently, but the artifacts remain in the facility at great risk without permanent staff or security. During recent consultation, Tribal members notified staff that funerary objects had been displayed at Winterville. Misinterpretation is a threat to many artifacts like the aforementioned, as most of the collections have not been cataloged in consultation with descendant communities. Likewise, artifacts housed at Grand Village of the Natchez Indians in the southern Delta region of the state are threatened by improper display and outdated interpretation (Image 18). Exhibit cases there were last updated in the 1970s, and were created without the opportunity for Tribal input. Outdated artifact mounts are bending and failing, threatening objects on display, and several exhibit cases are exposed to direct sunlight in the latter half of the day resulting in fading to painted ceramic artifacts lacking the UV protection of conservation glass. While both of these museums undergo restoration and reinterpretation, MDAH’s goal is to relocate all objects at Winterville and Grand Village to Jackson for cataloging at the new curatorial facility at the 2MM. Unsuitable methods of transportation in the past have proved a disastrous threat for moving the collection. During the 2020 relocation of the collection housed at Capers, objects were damaged in the large box truck utilized for moving the collections. The truck’s suspension and empty space required the use of webbing straps to secure artifact boxes, resulting in cracks in some ceramics and bent or marred boxes (Image 14). This damage occurred during transportation of less than one quarter of a mile, as the new curatorial facility at the 2MM is only a block away. Grand Village and Winterville objects will require transportation times of two and three hours, respectively (Image 19). Thus, any collection moved to and from these museums is at risk. An appropriate vehicle is crucial to mitigate the threat. The vans currently used for transport by MDAH are designed for passenger use and require removal of seats to create space, resulting in uneven box placement and risk of instability caused by indentions in the vehicle floor. Rental vehicles pose additional threats which have been realized, such as unsecured locking mechanisms and leaks in the cargo area. Even when transported to the new facility, a final overarching threat to the collection is lack of accompanying documentation. The MDAH collection totals approximately 3,500 boxes—the contents of which have yet to be thoroughly examined. With no comprehensive catalog, it is impossible to estimate the full scope of this collection. The Delta region remains an important Ancestral homeland for displaced Native Americans and MDAH will prioritize cataloging these collections as a direct response to Tribal interest in the region. Until a baseline inventory is established—including the counts, relative sizes, photographs, and locations of these artifacts—with input from our Tribal partners, MDAH cannot accurately identify or protect compromised collections. The previously underrepresented voices of our Tribal partners provide unique and specific insight beyond archaeological data, supplementing institutional knowledge. Without such cultural knowledge informing our collections documentation, MDAH cannot convey a holistic understanding of Mississippi’s contributions to national history. A previous lack of dedicated professionals to collaborate with Tribal partners led to shortsighted curatorial practices, culturally incompetent exhibits, and incomplete programming concerning Native American history. This range of threats underscores the urgency of our goal to preserve the collection and share its stories. 
	Migitation of Threat: Grant funds will be used to mitigate the threats outlined in the assessment by executing the following goals: (1) relocating all off-site artifacts to a secure storage facility using an appropriate cargo vehicle; (2) hiring two new employees to catalog all of the delta collections while reinstating lost contextual information and enhancing data with Tribal knowledge; (3) preparing for curation by re-bagging and re-boxing all artifacts and records in stable, archival storage using matched funds, and; (4) and increasing digital access to the collections using collections management software to share Mississippi River Delta region’s stories with a global audience. The result of this initiative is to create a unified, organized, secure, and properly curated collection enhanced by culturally competent programming, a searchable, digital catalog available to the public, and relevant digital media for collections research. MDAH is committed to future maintenance of this collection by creating a designated space for it, hosting ongoing Tribal consultations, hiring and training staff in cultural competencies, and assessing digital collection software. MDAH has taken the first steps towards mitigating threats to the collection by allocating a new curation space for the archaeology holdings and closing offsite storage locations. While waiting for an appropriate means of transportation for artifacts, MDAH continues to reconcile Tribal relationships and increase consultation in monthly meetings with Native communities to improve collections care, repatriation efforts, and museum interpretation. Tribal input has made it clear that relocating the remaining collection from the offsite storage and cataloging all items is the next appropriate step. Mitigating the threat of improperly housed and transported materials—and cataloging and preserving them with input from our Tribal partners—is in direct response to marked Tribal interest in the Delta region of Mississippi. By constructing a new collections space (finalized in fall 2020), MDAH has mitigated the risk posed by storage facilities that do not meet federal and state standards. The future housing of the entire archeological collection, is climate controlled and secured by double locking doors and a guarded entrance. Additionally, the facility is equipped with an isolation area to clean incoming materials exposed to insufficient and improper storage practices. Ongoing collections maintenance has already improved through monthly Tribal consultation calls, which have generated collaborative efforts to create new policies and procedures. These meetings have also informed MDAH staff of more culturally appropriate storage practices, such as housing Ancestors and funerary items in unbleached muslin and keeping them in areas that are closed to non-collections staff until all repatriations are finalized. MDAH has also researched current curatorial practices for archaeological collections with other southeastern curation facilities, including the University of Tennessee, University of Alabama, and University of Mississippi. All archaeology staff has joined a national Community of Practice group, geared at providing resources for archaeological and NAGPRA-related collections. Meg Cook, director of archaeological collections, attended two training sessions with the National Preservation Institute for the care and curation of archaeological collections and facilitating NAGPRA. Staff has also coordinated with database software company, Re:Discovery Proficio, to design a module that is best suited for use with our archaeology collections. This software has the ability to make records available on the internet with the click of a button, when necessary. Overall, funding from this grant will allow MDAH to continue ongoing threat mitigation and commit to further preservation of Mississippi’s history in a way that expands accessibility for future generations.First, MDAH will purchase a vehicle to be used exclusively for the transportation of archaeological artifacts. Secondly, the Department will create two collections cataloger positions, the curatorial liaison and a digital curation specialist, funded for three years with grant funds, under the managerial oversight of the director of archaeology collections. These positions will fulfill the following three tasks: (1) plan and relocate collections; (2) inventory boxes, catalog artifacts, digitize records, and create decontamination schedules; (3) conduct ongoing consultation with Tribal representatives on collections from the Delta region targeted by this project, and, (4) organize and update software to reflect enhanced documentation, using redundant digital storage to ensure the long-term protection of these resources.The curatorial liaison will serve as the point of contact for Tribal representatives during ongoing consultation and provide intermittent progress updates regarding inventory and cataloging goals. This individual will also be responsible for maintaining paper documentation during inventory, organizing artifact cleaning and decontamination schedule for selected collections, documenting any immediate threat of further contamination, and producing periodic reports detailing alignment with the project timeline. The digital curation specialist will be hired to digitize and expand catalog records, manage virtual consultations, and oversee photographic processing of the collections. Shared responsibilities include, but are not limited to, cataloging, conservation assessments, stabilization of objects, rehousing collections, and facilitation of ongoing consultation. In unison, these employees will work to share contextual information and photographs of each group of artifacts with Tribal members, who will advise on the collections as they relate to their cultures. The main benefit of this project is the protection and enhancement of this invaluable historic resource. Secure transportation using a grant-funded vehicle will enable the repeated movement of collections between MDAH museums as exhibits and interpretation change, as well as during transfer of loaned collections, movement of Ancestors to Tribes for repatriation or for bioarchaeological assessment, and the temporary relocation of collections for research purposes at partnering institutions. Once initially relocated, all artifacts not on display will be managed from the same facility, allowing staff to monitor housing, pest, or environmental issues in real time. Positions created through this project will bolster Tribal relationships through the production of complete inventory and catalog documentation for delta region collections, while preserving and enhancing lost and threatened contextual information. Thus, these funds will support MDAH’s overarching effort to share the state’s diverse stories by supporting fundamental infrastructure and collections preservation.
	Feasibility: Monthly, two staff members will fully catalog approximately 50 boxes, based on current practices within the collections. This estimation may change due to artifact washing and drying, decontamination, data entry, and photography schedules. Tribal consultation, review, and discussion are all factors in the cataloging process.The Delta region counties needing attention have been prioritized in the timeline list, and estimates for re-boxing are based on current staff progress with inventorying collections. The contents of each box varies, and the scope of time required may fluctuate. Consultation with our Tribal partners over the last two years has strengthened lines of communication that will support future implementation of this project with reference to interpretation and documentation. Sufficient time is allotted in this project to address the 19 counties of interest with additional time to accommodate higher-than-average artifact counts, and delays in consultation. The proposed budget includes the purchase of a cargo van and funding for two entry-level staff positions. The curatorial liaison and the digital curations specialist will clean, catalog, digitize, and rehouse these collections. MDAH’s current archaeology staff of four must continue duties with management of NAGPRA collections, and additional staff is paramount to the completion of this project. These two positions will perform condition assessments and facilitate Tribal meetings regarding documentation. The curatorial liaison will serve as the point of contact for ongoing consultation and provide intermittent progress updates regarding cataloging goals. This individual will also be responsible for organizing the cleaning schedule for collections and maintaining paper documentation during inventorying. The digital curations specialist will input and maintain all digital files, manage virtual consultations, and oversee photography of the cataloged collections. Salaries for these new positions are entry-level at MDAH.The cargo van is necessary for multiple aspects of this project. MDAH’s fleet of vehicles includes several passenger vans, but there is no vehicle outfitted specifically for the couriering of objects. This limits the ability of staff to transfer and unite the collections. A designated cargo van will streamline the movement of the collection over the course of the project and provide protection for objects in transit that a rental vehicle cannot guarantee. With two MDAH museums—Winterville and Grand Village—scheduled for imminent renovation and reconstruction, this cargo van will unite the entire archeology collection at the state-of-the-art storage facility at the Two Mississippi Museums. Objects from Winterville and Grand Village will be properly cataloged, and appropriately reinterpreted for exhibit. Furthermore, the van will be used to transfer ancestral remains in the collections for bioarcheological assessment and to retrieve them from the assessment lab.Oversight for the project will be shared jointly by the archaeology collections staff, which includes: director of archaeology collections, Meg Cook; collections mangers, Arianna Kitchens and Jessica Walzer; and NAGPRA collections manager, Robert Waren. Meg Cook earned her master’s in Anthropology at the University of Mississippi with an emphasis on pre-Contact Native American societies of the Southeast United States. She has previously worked as MDAH collections registrar and assistant director of Museum Collections. As director of archaeology collections, Meg has developed a proactive and transparent approach to NAGPRA at MDAH.Arianna Kitchens has bachelor’s degrees in anthropology with a focus in archaeology and classical civilizations from the University of Mississippi. She has one year of NAGPRA experience, along with three years of work in excavation, collections, and public relations. Jessica Walzer has a bachelor’s degree from the University of Tennessee in history. She worked at the McClung Museum of Natural History and Culture for one year and at MDAH for one year before joining MDAH full-time as archaeology collections manager in November 2019.Robert Waren has a bachelor’s degree in Anthropology from the University of Mississippi, and graduate level instruction in archaeology. He has participated in field excavations, laboratory research, and public interpretation concerning various sites from pre-contact to the historic period in Mississippi. He serves as the manager for NAGPRA claims at MDAH from Coahoma and Tunica counties.Funds matching is projected to exceed the federal funds requested. Matched funds will be drawn from the salaries and fringe benefits of staff overseeing the project. MDAH will also provide cubicle office spaces for the two positions.Matched grant funds will be used for rehousing, photography, digitization, and consultation supplies. These supplies will ensure the proper storage of objects for long-term protection and include brushes, colanders, trays, and drying racks for cleaning artifacts, as well as polyethylene bags and acid-free markers. Costs are estimated using current suppliers and MDAH’s tax-exempt status. Additional funds are requested for professional installation of industrial grade covering for collections currently kept in a highly visible, fenced area within MDAH’s facility. This covering will create a more discreet and respectful resting place for Ancestors and their belongings, and add security to the collections workspace. Digitization supplies will provide the ability to create a virtual catalog with advantages including indefinite storage of documentation, artifact imagery, and rapid location search features. Currently, archaeology staff must coordinate with other staff to access laptops and photography space. Access to this equipment will allow for a more complete storage facility where dedicated equipment is available for data entry and photography of the archaeology collection. With rehousing and digitization supplies, MDAH will be better equipped to fulfill the recommendations and requests of the Tribes and scholars who wish to access the collection. Finally, consultation supplies will ensure that MDAH can accommodate Tribal requests to ensure respectful curation, display, or repatriation of artifacts. Grant funds will allow MDAH to cover travel expenses and provide records and digital documentation when transferring and transporting claimed artifacts. Funds which help facilitate meaningful discussions with Tribal members are essential to the preservation of Mississippi’s stories, and the completion of this project. MDAH has a long history of grant award success, and has strict policies in place to protect property attained through federal grant funding. All vehicles are secured in a locked parking garage with limited access to keys. Equipment and materials are subject to an annual inventory, and use of supplies are restricted to designated staff.
	DOI Priorties: This project improves infrastructure and restores trust in accordance with the priorities outlined by the Department of the Interior. MDAH will improve infrastructure in physical and virtual spaces, and bolster relationships with Tribal representatives through inclusion. A proper physical collections space already exists, and can be enhanced by consolidating all artifacts into one location. Collections will be made safer and more accessible in a space that is 36CFR79 compliant. MDAH will set a benchmark for other institutions, serving as a repository for other collections, and setting a higher standard for collections management by incorporating cultural knowledge into documentation. Each of these modifications represents an important step in the preservation of our cultural resources. Infrastructure improvements will include a searchable, digital catalog which will improve accessibility to the collections in the forms of accessioning, records storage, assessment, image sharing, and presentation. This creates a venue for scholars to produce less invasive research, where collections can be viewed and researched virtually, rather than handled physically. Digital storage also increases public access, along with accompanying documentation such as artifact history and use, bringing cultural knowledge and heritage to the fore. But more importantly, it will allow our Tribal partners to view these artifacts, and interact with cultural objects, and inform this documentation with the click of a button. MDAH will use this feedback to develop new museum interpretations to more inclusive spaces and deeper enrichment for visitors.The history of marginalization, exclusion of Native voices, and colonialist perspectives has contributed to inconsiderate museum exhibits and curatorial practices, creating a disconnect between Tribal communities and objects belonging to their Ancestors. MDAH is not exempt from these failures, and in 2019 we prioritized Tribal engagement with federally recognized groups with ancestral homelands in Mississippi. Consultations regarding NAGPRA, museum interpretation, and public programming have opened lines of communication. Considerable progress has been made towards the reconciliation of differences, and MDAH anticipates this project will maintain this trust through continued collaboration. Large parts of Tribal areas of interest fall within the targeted Delta region of this project.  The collections in MDAH’s care represent the lives of our Tribal partners’ Ancestors, and MDAH encourages descendants to have agency in the management of these objects and their representation. By continuing the work of healing and building Tribal partnerships at MDAH, this project will promote inclusivity throughout the extent of MDAH’s curation and portrayal of Native history, while furthering our efforts to indefinitely preserve and promote this nationally significant collection.
	Timeline: 
	State: Mississippi


